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ABSTNACT

Delays often occur in dynamic svstems when it is
necessary to transmit information over a dlstance; if the

properties of the transmitting medium vary, then Ëhe delay

wil-l vary and this might affect bhe systemts behavior. A

literature survey is made. This indicates that the theory

of systems with a time-variabLe delay has not yet been

developed. The best method of solving these systems is by

analog computer. Several methods of simulating a time-

variable delay are discussed in detail and.one of these is
used in constructing a variable delay unít. This devi.ce

is used to study a sinusoidally varying delay. It is
recognized that an i-mportant subcLass of systems with a

time-variable delay is composed of those systems in which

the varia.bl-e delay is due to the flow, at a variable rate,
of an incompressible fluid bhrough a pipe of constant

volume. Problems in this subelass must be solved by quite

different methods.
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CHAPTER I

IIüTRODUCTION

ït often happens in the study and analysis of physical

systems that one rnust take into consideration the fact that

there is at least one state of the system whose reaction to

a stimulus is not instantaneous: rather, the reaction

begins a finite amount of time after the stimulus has been

applied. This time delay phenomenon occurs when information

or energy must be transmitted over a distance (for example,

a pressure wave in a pneumatic control line), i-n some

economi-c problems, or in control systems involving human

operators. The delays encountered are often constantr or

very nearly so. In some cases, however, the delays are

variabl-e and the effect of this is noticeabl-e in the be-

havior of the system. The desire to study such systems

provided the motivation for this thesis.

A great many such systems may be described by an equa-

tion of the form,

nm
E E a*,_- (t )
i:0 k=0 r¡r x(i)(r-X(r)) : r(t), (t-t)

which is a linear differential--difference equation with

variable coefficj-ents. In the systems usually encountered,



many of the coeffj-cients, arU(t), are constant and most of

the delays, Tyft), are zero. Because negative delays do

not occur in physical systems, the delays , Tnft) , are

restricted to have non-negative values.

The soLution of differential-difference equabions j-s

difficult when the coefficients and the delays are constant.

T¡'Jhen bhis constancy is denied, a solution is impossibl-e to

achieve except by numerical or anaLog means.

It is clear that the simplest method of solving this
type of problem is to use an analog technique. To do this,
it is necessary to have a variabl-e delay unit (VDU) for the

analog computer to simulate bhe varying delay. Because

such devices are not readily available, most of this thesis

is devoted to a review of the work which has been done in
the study and simulation of systems with a time-variable

de1ay, and to some detailed discussions of several ap-

proaches Lo the simulation problem.

Chapter II contains some basic observabions and

distinctions whích enable the reader to appreciate the

significance of soße of the comments in Later chapters.

A review of the history of the study of systems with time-

varj-ab1e delay is presented in Chapter flf. Chapter ÏV

presents a detailed discussion of several different ap-

proaches to the construction of a VDU.

One of these approaches to the construction of a VDU

was actually used to construct a device. This partlcular



VDU is described in Chapter V. Ttith the existence of an

operating VDU, it was possible to give consideration to the

effect of time-variabl-e delays on linear systems.

The case of a sinusoidally varying delay with a

sinusoidal input is considered in Chapter VI. Some theo-

retÍcal- predictions about which frequenci-es wll-l- appear in
the oubput are made and verified experimentally.

The final chapter, Chapter Vfï, contains a review of

bhe conclusions and suggestions for further work, of which

there is much.



CHJ,PTER ÏI

SOi.ß BASTC OBSBRVATIONS

Before entering bhe main part of the study it wil-l-

be found usefuL to make some fundamental observati-ons

about systems with a variable delay. fn the light of these

observatlons, the full significance of some of the later
remarks wili- be more readily apparent.

2-1 A Closely Related Proble¡g

AlLhough the stated purpose of this thesis is to study

systems with time-variabLe delay, it should be borne ín

mind that a closely related class is bhe cLass of systems

lrrith a state-variabLe delay. A state-variable delay is one

which does not vary in a predetermÍned fashion but which

varies with some state (position, for example) of the

system. The fundamental difference is that systems lvith a

state-variabl-e delay are automatically nonlinear,

fn a laber discussion of various methods of construct-

ing variabl-e delay simulators it will- be useful bo ascertain

which simulators couLd be used in simulating a state-

variable deJ-ay. Such a si-mulator would be more useful than

one which could simulate only a time-variable delay.



2-2 Anal-ysis of Time-Varj-able Systems Requires Caution.

T¡fhenever a physical system is analysed mathematically,

certai-n simplifying assumptions are usually made. The

usefulness of the analysis is then limÍted by these

assumptionso As the demands on bhe analysi-s increase, the

assumptions must be changed or dropped completely. All
too often this resul-ts in a very much more difficult
analysi-s. So it is in the case of systems in which there

is a delay.

ïn any analysis, it is possible to neglect any delays

',uhich are much Less than the significant time constants of
bhe system. I;ilhen this condition does not hold, the delay

must be considered in all accurate analyses.

Numerous techni-ques have been developed for studying

systems vrith a constant d.elay. An entire book (f )Í frut

been written about di-fferential-dÍfference equations, the

equations which describe systems with delay. This book

contains discussions of many types of differentj-al-
difference equations and many of their properbies but

al-most nothing about the case of variable differences.

Ï'trhen one j-s dealing wibh any time-variable sysbem,

there is a great temptation to appfy those ideas which

may be used in time-invariant systems. Such carelessness

will often have disastrous results.

"'l$umbers in brackebs refer to the List of References, p1.5b.
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A lvell-knolìrn concept of linear time-invariant system

theory is that of the ttpolestt of the system and horn¡ they

can be used to describe its behavior. In the case of
time-variable systems, it woul-d seem reasonable to postulate

that the poles are variabLe. Holnrever, this possibility has

been el-iminabed by a theorem proved by cruz (z) which states

that if the input and output varÍables of a stabLe system

are related by a linear differential equation, then the

system function cannot have time-varying singularitles.
This theorem notwithstanding,, Zad.eh (¡) has poinÈed out

that if the system is varying sIowly, the concept of a

moving pole is useful in approximabe analyses.

The above comments, which apply to all- time-variable
systems, certainly apply to systems with a time-variable

delay. The sol-ution of ühese problems requi-res specialized

techniques but, because there has been no great need to
study this type of problem, there has been no concerted.

effort to develop these techniques.

Tn many cases where there is a variable delay, Ít
is quite possible to ignore it completely or at least
partially. ïf the overall variation in the delay is snall
compared with its mean value, Ëhen the variation will
likely have no noticeable effect on the behavior of the

system and can be ignored conpleËely. If the variation
in the delay is slow, then Zadehts comment about moving

poles prevails and it is possible to obtain the solutÍon
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to the problem in a. piecevrise manner by choosi-ng a different

constant value for the delay in each interval of time"

The duration of the variation in the delay is aLso an

importa-nt factor in debermining whebher the variation needs

to be consi<Ìered in the analysis. If the vari-ation is

shorb-lived, then the delay will- be consÈant for most of the

time and, except when the delay is varying, conventionaL

rnethods of analysis may be used. ff the variation continues

fof some time, then it must be taken into consid-eration in

the analysis of the system.

2-3 The Pipe Problem

During the course of the study of the present problem,

it becarne quite clear that in the class of systems with a

variable delay there is an important subcl-ass which in many

respects is easier to solve.

Representative of thÍs subclass is the case where a

varlable delay is caused by the flow of an incompressibLe

fluid through a pipe of constant volume. tr'tlhen the rate of

fl-uid flow varies, the de1a.y varies. This subclass includes

all analogous situations in which there is a constant amount

of rfluidn (or information) in transit at all times but does

not incl-ude such cases as that in which the del-ay varies

because of variations in the distance through which the in-

formation must travel. This distinction is very important.
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Because of the importance of this particul-ar subclass

of problems, it has been designated the pipe problem.



CHAPTER III

HISTORY

3-1 Early Studies

The earliest work appears to have been done by

Polosukhina in 1910 (4). She consid.ered equations of the

form

(¡-r)

and also analogous equations of higher order by reducing

thern to integral equations and applying the theory of

Fredhol-m. She succeeded in proving the existence and

uniqueness of a solution under the assumption that 4,(t) is
Less than or equal to t which ensures that the system is
not a predicting svstem.

Tínbergen (ll did some work in L935 on the quantitative

analysis of business cycles and recognized the fact that the

lags in his mathenatical model of the economy were not

necessarily constant. However, he did not offer any solu-

tj.on to the problem in the case rvhere the delay varj-ed.

BeÈrtreen !949 and L952, the Russian mathematician it'iyskis

published a nurnber of papers dealing v¡ith differential-
difference equations with varying differences (6-ff). These

papers deal with such questions as the existence of solu-

yr(r) +r,r(r) v(c(rf,,} = r(r)
aÉtsb ; aÉ ¿(t )e¡
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tions, and such propertj.es of those solutions as whether

they are damped or oscil-latory. He has considered both

first and second ord-er equations. Unfortunately, only one

of these papers (6) has been transLated from Russia-n i-nto

English. English absbracts (see List of References) of

al-l- of the papers are avail-able but they are not sufficient
to give a clear indication of the value, and relevance, of

I{yskÍsr r¡rork to the present investigation.

3-2 A Graphical- Solution

Yeh and Kim (12) have published details of a graphical

method of solving equa.tions of the forln

*(t ) : rfx(t), x(t-"(t)I. ß-2)

ït is a modification of a method first used by Cunningham

(f¡) who treated the case of constant delay. The method

enploys a construction on the x(t) - i(t) plane and. lead.s

to a solution simj-Lar to the phase-p1ane solution used for
seeond-order ordinary differential equations. A severe

limitation of the rnethod is that the equations must be of

the first order.

3-3 Systems With Discrebe Values of Delay

ivlost of the work on systems with variable delays has

considered only continuous variations in the de1ay. There

are cases, hovrever, in which the delay varies discontinu-

ously and assumes only certain discrete values.
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Litsyn (14) and Teverovskii (15) have both d.one work

on systems where the delay has two dj-screte val-ues. This

si-tuation can arise in systems using relays. There j_s a

delay in the operation of the relay but it is usual-Iy not

the same on closing and reLeasing. Because of the relay

in the system, it is nonl-inear. Furthermore, because the

delay depends upon the input to the relay, it is state-

vari.able rather than time-variable. Because of the nonLi.n-

earity of the system, oscil-lations might be expected.

These oscil-latj-ons are the subject of the papers by Litsyn
and Teverovskii.

3-4 Some Mathematical Techniques

There is a great need for a mathematicaL technique

capable of providing a solution with reasonable accuracy.

I{one of the useful methods for solving Ëime-invariant

systems can be applied to the problem of a varj-abLe delay.

Either a new approach or a novel use of existj-ng techniques

will- probably have to be used. Ivlitropoltskiy'k has suggested

that an extension of the integral manifold method to systems

of differential- equations with a slowly varying delay is
possible but he has not developed the idea.

Although a nr¡nber of people have given consideration

to the problem, the only product seems to have been the

"-See Ref, (16), page l-l+.
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development of a number of algorithms to facilitate bhe

numerical- solution of problems lnvolving a variable delay

(I7, 18). These algorÍthms are necessary to reduce Èhe

errors inherent in other l-ess accurate methods involving,

for instance, storage of previous values and interpolation.

An accurate algorithm (17), which requi.res that the

delay be such that t-T(t) is monotonic increasing, deter-

mines the val-ue of the system variabl-e on successive

intervals in time, ti,T S t-€ tN*l_ .

are determined!Lul, uz,

The interstitial numbers

from the recursion relation:

rN+r - t(ru*r ) rN ß-t)

where tO is defined to be zero

!ühile this method is accurate, it is very laborious

and is to be avoided if possible. If a solution is desired
(r+r ) (lt?) ãfon the interval (Ortk+l), t-T =-¿uati-ons must be

i-ntegrated. ft is easily seen that if k is at all large,

the solution w:tll requi.re a great amount of computer time.

A paper by Ball (19) describes a variable time-delay

subroutine whích has been developed for some of the digital
simutation codes used for nucl-ear reactor analysis and

control problems. The subroutine is written in FORTRAN.

It is designed for use only in the soLution of a pipe prob-

lem. The technique used is to sample the input quantity

and the flow rate and then to keep track of each sample of

fluid as it flows ihrough the pipe.
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ft is sometimes possi-ble to perform a transforraation

on a di-fferential equation with a variabl-e delay to convert

it to a differential equation r,,rith varyi-ng coefficients but

a constant delay. This approach to solving such equations

was first suggested by Bel-lman a.nd Cooke (18). This trans-

formation is discussed in some detail- in Appendix A rn¡here

it is pointed out that this method is only useful when the

problem being solved is a pipe problem.

3-5 Approximate Simul-ators

l'fany of the variab]-e delay simulators which are

deseribed in the IÍterature (20-21+) are only aoproximate

devices which may be realized readily usÍng the operational

amplifiers and multipliers of an analog computer. ïn all
of Èhese cases, the parametric transfer function of the

variabl-e delay unit, e-st(t) is approximated by a functj.on

rrrhich may be reaLized on an analog computer.

Constant delays are often simulated in a sirnilar

iranner but as has been mentioned in the l-iterature (25, 26) ,

serious errors may result if the techni.ques for reproducing

a constant delay are applied mechanj-cally to the simulation

of a variable delay,

The parametric transfer functionr âs in the cese of

constant de1ay, can be approximated by the first few terms

of the Padd seri-es. For example, the second order approxi-

mation is



1¿r-

"-u?( 
,) M "2Ê k) - 6rt(t) * tz (3-to)

,?úft) +6s?(t) +12

The bransfer function obtained in this manner wiLl

have two variable poles. Ib is very difficult to reproduce

such a transfer funcLior on an analog computer since,

according to Cruz (2) , equations whose transfer fr.mctions

have the form of that in Equ. (l-tr) do not exi.st among the

class of linear differential equations with variable para-

meters.

One method of reaLizíng this transfer function approxi-

nately is to simulate a time-variable parameter equation

in which the operators on the right- and left-hand sides

correspond, respectively, to the numerator and denominator

of the Pad6 approximand. Zadeh (:) has d.eveloped a method

of synthesizing this transfer functi-on. The error between

the desired and the real-ized transfer functions i.ncreases

i^¡ith an increase in the rate of change of delay so this

type of approxi-mation is suitable only when the delay varies

slowly.

It would be possible to obtain an approximatj.on to

"-s?(t) by expanding it in a Taylor series. Although this
type of approximatj-on would have constant poles, it has

the serious restriction that, because of its slow con-

vergence, it would require considerable circuitry for iËs

rea]-j.zaLion.
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Chernyshev (20) has proposed the construction of a

series which combines some of the properti-es of the Padá

series with some of those of the Taylor series. He sug-

gests that the par¡metrÍ-c transfer function be represented

in the form

e-s?(t) : [urr.Ja(t) ß-r)

where fro is a constant and a(t) is defined by the equation

uf(t) = qfoa(t). ß-6t

"-s?o 
is the transfer function of a constant delay

unit and may be represented by a Padá approxj-mabion.

Equation (l-S) may then be expanded as a binomial- series

which converges under appropri-ate condj-tions. The result-
ing series can be realized on an analog computer.

There are two sources of error in this method: the

Padé expansion of "-"?o is onJ-y approximate, and bhe binomial

series must be truncated when it is being realized" One

advantage, however, is that, unlike the previously discussed

approximation, there is 'no restriction upon the rate of

change of the delay.

The fundamental difficulty encountered in all of these

approximate delay simulators is that they are all low-pass

devices. ïn the case of constant delay simulators, it Ís

possible to.ensure a certain level of accuracy as long as

the product, wlt is restrj-cted sufficiently. The sa.ure
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idea v¡ill hol,d for variabl-e delays although the condi-tion

w1ll not be as simply defined because of the variation
ín t and the resulting variation in w. This variatj-on in
w is dj-scussed in Appendix B.

In many cases the resbriction on frequency would not

cause any undue difficulty. It is necessary that the

analyst decide whether one of these approximate varíable

delay simulators vrill be suitable for the parbicular problem

he is studying. ïf he is not sure how his system is going

to operater or if he expects that it will- be necessary that

the variable delay unit transmit high fre-o,uency sJ-gna1s,

he woul-d be wel-l advised to try a more exact approach to

the simul-ation problem.

l{argolis and 0fDonnell (27) have constructed a variable

delay simulator for u-se in studies of the pipe problem.

Their approach was to simulate a transfer function rvhich

was approximately equal to that of an ideaf variable delay

unit. Before this was done, the equati-on was transformed

so t,hat the independent variabl-e rnras no longer time, t, but

rather total flow, o". In the transformed svstem, the

ttdelaytr is constant and equal to the volume of the pipe, Q.

A dela.y simul-ator u-ith a constant delay, Q, may be sirnulated

using an adaptation of a stand.ard Pad6 approximation.

Horvever, in this synthesis of a Padl approximation,

the integrators nust i-ntegrate with respect to q rather

than t. Because the pipe problenr is being considered, this
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synthesis is easj.l-y accomplished" It is shown in Appendix A

that the rate of fl-uid fIow, V(t), is actually equal to

dq/¿t. Thus by preceding each standard integrator by a
multiplier which multiplies the input by V(t), it is possi.-

ble to obtain an integrabor which Íntegrates with respect

to q. This is illustrated in Fig. 3-L.

dE

dq

v(r )

Figure 3-1. Inbegration ldith Respect to q

Because this simulator includ,es a Padá approximation,

its accuracy is limited" However, _there j.s no restriction
on the rate of change of the delay.

?-6 Special- Purpose Simulators

Although most of the published. work on variable delay

simulators has. employed elements readily avaÍlable on

analog computers, some special purpose devices have been

constructed.

Doganovskil and lvaRov (28) have written

they claim tt"?. . o . be used as a manual on

delay devicesot' * They discuss the .operation

os"u Ref. (28), page ix"

a book which

controlled-

and consüruc-
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tion of a number of delay simul-ators whj-chr are based upon

several- different princi.ples. Although not mentioned, it
is a fact that in all- of these simulators, unl-ess special

precautions are taken, the delay must change only sIowly

if they are to operate accu.rately. lfhen the rate of change

of the delay is appreci-able, it is incorrect to control- the

delay in the obvious manner. Special approaches must be

used but no mention of them i-s made in this book. A more

thorough discusslon of the problems of controlling the

delay wilL be given in Chapter TV.

Robb (29), in the simulation of a radar tracking

system, used a magnetic tape recorder. The recorder had

two capstan drives: the first, &E the recording head,

had a constant speed whil-e the second, ât the readi-ng

head, had a varlabl-e speed. There was provision for tape

storage between the Èwo capstans. The author stated that
the operation was quite satisfactory for the system being

si-muLated. ft shouLd be pointed out, hov¡ever, that the

rate of change in the delay was qui|e smaLl.

tfalker (fO) has constructed a digital variable delay

unit whÍch conüains a 256-word magnetic core memory. The

input j-s sampled, converted to digital form, and stored

in the memory. The storage takes place in a circulating
manner--that is, after word 255 is filled, the next poinb

of data is stored in r.¡ord 000. Before a new data point is
sËored, the existing data point is read from the memory,
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converted to analog form, and aopears at the output. The

sarnpling rate is determined by an oscillator the frequency

of r,r¡hich is control-l-ed by a control voltage whj.ch can vary

between 0 and 10 volts.
Although not mentioned in the previously cited paper,

it is apparent (31) that hralkerts uni-t is intended for the

simulati-on of one particular class of problem--the pipe

problem--because the operation of this type of simulator

is complebely analogous to the physical situation being

simurated. Tt would, in principle, be possible to use this
simulator for problems whích do not falI into the class of
the pipe problem, but the determination of the necessary

control signal would be very difficult. Walker does not

even mention this problem but it is explored in some detail
in Chapter fV of this thesis.

Von Perry (32) has built a d^evice which is simi.l_ar in
pri-nciple to VfaLkerts but in this case, the ruemory consists

of a dual-gun cathode ray storage tube in which bhe data is
stored in a pulse-width modulaùed form. Von Perry claims

tiìat his svstem ttoffers a capability of providing a time

delay which varies as ihe computer runstt * bot gives no

idea about how he would achieve this accurately. As is
pointed out in Chapter IV of ühis thesis, conventional

modulation techniques such as pulse width modulation are

*Su" 
Ref . (,32), page l+.
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not accurate i^¡hen used

from this, this system

comments apply.

3-7 Optimal Control-

variabl-e delay simulators. Apart

similar to Walkerrs and the same

in
is

Once the behavior of a system is known, a questi.on

which often arises is: Can it be controlled and, if so¡

how weLl- can it be controll-ed?

Ragg has published a paper (33, in which he states

necessary conditions for the optimal control of systems

ürith varying delays. The systems which he considers are

very general: they may be nonlinear, have a rnul-tivariable

control- and contain a number of different delays.

The conditions for optimal control- which he derives

are the Euler-Lagrange equations, the first corner condj--

tion, and the transversality condition of the cal-cul-us of

vari-ations.



CHAPTER ÏV

CONSÏDERATTOI{S OF SEVERAL SCHEIuIES FOR CONSTRUCTTIiIG VDUIS

Several methods are currentl-y being used for the simu--

lation of constant delays. It woul-d seem very logical to

nake appropriate rnodifications to these existing systems

to perrnit them to operate as variable delay sj-rnulators.

This is, in fact, done but it wili- be shov¡-n below that this
is not, in most casesr âs easy as it would first seemo

,l¡.-f-, Re-quirement s

A rnajor drawbacl< of most of the schemes used to con-

strucÈ variabl-e delay simulators is that they are approxi-

mations. They may well give accurate results but it might

be difficult for the experimenter to decide hornr accurate

they are.

The behavior oí systems wibh time-variabl-e delay has

not been widely studiedr so j-n most cases one does not

know what to expect. Not knowing what to expect, it is
hard to selecb an approximation which is lrgood enough.rt

The soluti-on to this dilemma is to make the simulator as

good as possible.

It is important that the VDU be abl-e to si.mulate a

rapidly changing delay because it is this case which is
really the most significant. If the delay is changing
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slowly, then the behavior of the system will differ only

slightly from that of a system with constant delay.

Furthermore, it is j-mportant that the VDU have a suffi-
ciently wide bandrn¡idth to transmib all of the significant
frequencies. Because of these requirements, those VDUts

v¡hich are based upon some approximation of the parametrÍ-c

transfer functj-on "-sfit) are d.eemed insufficiently accurate

and will- not be considered further.

4.-2 M-ov.ing- Paper Cbert

One method of producing a constant delay is to use a

strip chart recorder and a l-ine follower. The input function

is recorded by a pen on the paper chart as the chart moves

past the pen at a constant rate. After the paper has passed

the p€fr it passes a line foll-ower which converts the posi-

tion of the l-ine on the paper to an analog voltage. By

adjusting the distance, L, between the pen and the line
fol-lower or by adjusting the speed., v, of the paper, it is
possible to get any d.elay rU, desired.

These quantities are related, in the case of a constant

delay, by the equation

t= (¿l-1)

It is clear that a variabl-e delay simulator could be

realized by any one (or combinaÈion) of the following actions:

L
v'
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i)
all

the position of the

the position of the

be varied.

pen could be varied.

line follower could

iii) the veloci-ty of the chart could be varied.

tr^ühat may not be immediately obvious is that Equ. (i+-1)

does nob necessarily describe the situation even when the

time-depend.ence of É and. either L or v is i-ncluded. That

is, the equation

I ttl r(r i (t+-2)

does not apply in alL cases. fn fact, it describes only

case ii above. The correct equations which describe cases

i and iii are more complex and, consequently, it is a major

problem to control the delay in the desired manner.

T{hile al-I three cases are not of equal importance for
the moving paper delay simulator, the problems encountered

are interesting" Furthermore, the analyses of some other

variable delay simulators are quite analogous to one or

another of the above cases so that when these three cases

have been analysed, the operation of other simulators may

be descríbed by referring to the appropriate case here.

The reason thab Equ. (l+-Z) cannot be used to describe

the case where the pen position is varied is that the

delay at time t is determined by Ëhe distance the paper

had to move from the pen to the line follower. Alühough
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L is a function of time, t,
bur rarher L ß,-l(r )) . Thus,

correct relationship is

this distance is not f,(t),
rather than Equ. (lu-Z) tne

^l tr! ( ¿l-3 )

It can be seen that, although L is a function of time, its
value at a particul-ar time, b, does not determi.ne the val-ue

of the delay at that time.

^lttl is the desired time-variable delay. The problem

now is to determine l,(t) such that Equ. (4-3) holds.

ft will be helpful Later if the independent variable,

t, in Equ. (+-¡) is replaced by the symbol z. Now, Equ.

(l+-3) becomes

lþ) : rh-!(z)\ . (b_t+)

It is convenj-ent to i-ntroduce the variable, t, which

is now defined by the equation

t = z-l(z). (t+-5)

If t is monotonÍc increasj.ng with 7, t then there

exists a single-val-ued inverse function which gives z i-n

terms of t:

z: f(r). (l+-ó )
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The definitions of Equs . (lr-5) and (tr-í) may be used

in Equ. (ln-Z) which, when it is multiplied. by v, becomes

L(r) = "(rttt). (¿r-z )

The variable, t, above must represent time because the

function L was defined to be a function of time.

Equatlon (l+-7 ) gives the separation, f,(t), between the

pen and the pick-up head as an explicit function of time.

ft has been seen that t-?(t) musL be monotonj.c. If
t-?(t) were monobonic nonj.ncreasing, the delay would be

increasÍng faster than, or at least as fast âsr time and

nothing that entered the delay simulator would ever come

out. This is obviously not an interesting case and so may

be el-iminated.. It is concluded that E-l&) must be mono-

tonic Íncreasing. This places the restriction on the rate

of change of ?(t):

t t") <r ( ¿l-8 )

The physical reason for this restriction is thaË each

bit of history may be read only once with a simul-ator of

this parbicular type. The delayed functi.on can be read

only whiLe it is under the line follower. Each point on

the paper passes the l-ine foll-ower once.

In practical situations, the limit on tt (t) nright be

somewhat less than that expressed in (4-8). In such cases,

the l-imit would be imposed by limitation on the rate of
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change in the distance between the pen and the line follower.

Thi-s, of cou.rse, is a property of the equipment being used.

Ïfhile this is a restriction, it is noÈ nearly as

resbricti-ve as that encountered in the usual- method of

approximating "-sl(t). ïn one example in their article,
Kogan and Chernyshev (22t restrict the magnitud.e ot t ftJ
to be less than 0.05 j.n order to achieve acceptable opera-

tion.
The major drawback of thÍs method is the difficulty

i.n determining f,(t) from Equ. (4-7). The solution for I(t)
requires a priorj. knor,.r1edge of ?¿(t) and, consequenbly, this
method could not be used for the simulation of a state-

variable delay.

If the delay were to be varied by controlling the

position of the line follower, then Equ. (lr-Z) is correct

as it is wrj.tten. The delay at any parbicular bime, t, is
dependent only on the positi-on of the i-ine follower at that

time. It does not depend upon the line follower position

at past or future times.

There are no fundamental restrictions in ühis method.

Any errors would arise through inaccuracies in the equip-

ment. This approach, through its straight-forward opera-

tion, has much to recommend it. The fact bhat the delay is
deterrnined only by the instantaneous position of the line
folLower means that this approach coul-d be used in a stabe-

variable delay simulator.
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The third possibility, that of controlling the delay

by controlling the velocity with which the chart noves

from the pen to the line fol-lower, must be considered for
two different cases: the pipe problem, and all- other

problems.

A momentts reflection will show that the simul-ator

wiÈh a varj.able speed chart is exactly analogous to the

pípe problem. The distance, L, between the pen and bhe

line follower coresponds to the volume, Q, of the pipe;

the vel-ocity of the paper charb, v(t), corresponds to the

rate of f1ow, V(t), through the pipe. Once this analogy

is recognized, it Ís very easy to control the varj-able

delay simulator--the chart velocity is made proportional

to the rate of flow.

This type of simul-a.tor can be used readily in the

simulation of problems with a state-variabl-e delay as long

as they are of the pipe problem type.

If the problenr being sj-mulated is not a pipe problem,

it must be convert'ed to one by determining the chart

velocity, v(t). It is the delay rf(t) , which is knov,i"n,

rather than the flow rate. The delay and the chart velocity

are relaüed by the equation

L :d v(x)¿x
) t-i';&)

(4-e)

j-n which x is the variable of integration. The difficulties
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which woul-d be encountered in the solutj-on of Equ. (4-9)

for v(b) are such as to be prohibitive,

It is clear that a simulator with a variable speed

charü is very easily used in simulatÍng a pipe problem but

cannot readiÌ1r þs used to simul-ate a general time-variable

dela-y.

4-? Maqnetic_Tape Systems

Constanb delay simulators are often buiLt using a

magnetic tape on which is recorded the input signal for
subsequent playback after the desired de1ay. fn order to

constrr-ict a variable delay, it would- seem l-ike a very

logical adaptation of this if the tape speed or the posi-

tion of the reading or wrj-ting heads were variable. The

sane effect as moving the heads could be achi.eved by using

a tape device with two independently controlled capst,ans

and provision for some tape storage between them.

The three cases possible here are identical with those

discussed earli-er in the discussion of variable delay

simulators using a moving paper chart. The sane advantages

and disadvantages discussed there apply ín this case.

In additj-on bo the difficul-ties already mentioned,

magnetic tape systems are beset wÍth problems which arise

due to the very nature of the recording process. Analog

signals cannot usually be recorded directly on magnetic

tape; i-nstead, they are used to modulate a high frequency
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carrier in some manner and the resultant modulated carrier
is recorded on the tape.

All of the usual modulating schemes, such as ampli-

tude, freo.uehcyr pulse code, pulse width, or pulse position
modulation, have an unforbunate characteristic. For free-
dom from arnplitude distortion, the relative velocity
between the tape and the read head must equal the relative
velocity between the tape and the recording head when the

tape was record.ed. It is clear that this requirement can-

not be met with a variable delay si-mulator.

ïn sone cases, ib might, in prlnciple, be possible

to correct for this distortion. Every combi-nation of

modulation method and driving technique will have its ortrn

unio,ue probl-ems. There is no point in investigating all
possible combinations, but one of the simpler cases wil-l be

examined to ill-ustrate a possible approach to the problem"

Consider, for example, amplitude modulation of the

signal when bhe delay is controlled by varying bhe position

of the reading head.

let vw, a constant, denote the relative velociby

between the tape and the writing head and vr(t), a variable,

denote that between the tape and the read head. Equation

(lr-Z) correctly descrj-bes the situation and can be used to

express Èhe delay, %rc), in terms of the two velociËies:
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"*t -Í: "r(x)dx * Lo
(trl

where Lor a constant,

between the two heads

(¿-fO) with respect to

v
1^I

i.s equal to the lengbh of

at t : 0. Differentiation
tj.me yields

(+-ro)

bape

of Equ.

( 4-11 )

(to-tz)

c (t) . v"(t )

o*

l¡llhen the tape with the signal recorded on it moves

past the read. headr âo e,ír.f. is induced in this head. The

magnitude of the e.m.f. depends upon the rate of change of

the magnetization on the section of Lhe tape immediately

beneath the head. If the recording is made at a velocity vw

and is read at a velocit,y v-(t), then the induced ê.m.f ." v*(r )
wilL be in error by the facbor -- ot*

A rearuangement of Equ. (¡*-ff ) yields

v-(r )
¡_l

J-vt
II (t) .

This means that the signal is in eror by the factor

1-?t(t). It is cLear that the error is small when the

rate of change Ín delay is smal-l. However, a requirement

of a vari-able delay simul-ator is that it be able to handle

the simulati-on of rapidly changing delays. ft is obvious

that the correct signal could be obtained by taking the
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output of the d.emodula-tor and dividing ib by 1- d(t).
This could be done by analog technioru.es.

The eruor broughi about by the varying relative
velocity between the tape and the heads is probably easiest

to correct in this case. However, amplitude modulaËion is
inherently less accurate than other methods of modulation.

This would mean that for an accurate simulator, some other

mod.uLating technique would have to be used.

Other conventional modulation techniques would have

similar problerns but the solution wouLd probably not be so

easy to find. ft would be possible to design a recordÍng

technique which was not subject bo thís difficulty, bu.t

the effort is not warranted. ït is unl-ikely that many

variable delay simulators will be built using magneti-c

tape as the storage medium. 0ther approaches would be

more easily realized.

/+-4 Sample-And-Store Systems

Another techni-o^ue of delay simul-ation is to sample the

input voltage at discrete points in time, store the sampled

signal in some sort of memory and subsequently read out

these discrete val-ues. The memory elements are set up so

that al.l of them contain information. As each new sample

is read into the memory, it takes the place of the sample

which was stored at a time ? previously and v¡hich has jusb

been read out at the output.
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The storage may be one of two types. The signal may

be stored in anaLog form such as on a charged capaci-tor

or it may be stored in a coded form such as used by

Walker and Von Perrytt in their delay simul-ators. ft is
possible to construct a simulator with digital sborage

on a hybrid computer.

The delay is controlled by the sampling rate of the

system--as the sampling rate increases, the delay de-

creases. For the case of a constant delay, the de;..ayrt,

is related to the nr¡mber of memory elements, tü, and. the

sampling frequency, f, by the equation

ry_v- ( 4-13 )

Unfortunately, Eq.u. (4-t3) does not hold when the

delay is varyj-ng. The reason for the failure of Equ. (+-f¡)

is immediately apparent when it is real-ized that the opera-

tion of this type of simulator is quite analogous to the

operation of the simulator which employs a paper chart

with a variable velocity. It, was pointed out earller in

this chapter that Èhis type of slmulator 1s ideal for the

simuLa-tion of a pipe problen but poorly suited for any

other problem.

NT'

*See the d.escri-ption of these devices in Chapter Tff .



CHAPTER V

THE CONSTRUCTIOI! OF A PARTICULAR VDU

fn this study of systems with a tirne-variable delay,

the objective was to study such systems in general and to
make r¡rhatever observati-ons were possible. Because of the

scarcity of information about these systems and the lack

of theoretlcaÌ techni-ques for their analysis, the method

of analog simulation had to be used in the study.

5-1 The Requirements

ft was desired- that the VDU be as accurate as possi-ble

because it was not real-ly known what specific properbies

were necessary for the a-chievement of meaningful resuf-ts.

This requirement elimina.ted the possibility of using a Padd

approximation or some similar approximate technique.

Furthermore, because this was to be a preliminary study and

it v¡as not knovrn v¡hether the project v¡ould develop into a

lengthy study, il was desired that the simul-ator be as

fl-exible as possible so as not to require the expenditure

of a large surn of money for equipment which might be used

only briefly.

5-2 The Simulator

The simulation method used met these requirements well-.

It was a rnoving paper chart device with a movable pen.
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Although the control of a movable pen system is more

difficult than that of other systems, it was used. because

Ít couLd be assembled entirely from standard equipment.

All eomponents of the system are stand.ard devices
manufactured by the Hewl-ett-Packard company. They are a

2D-2A' x-T recorder, a 1/0074 chart drive and. a 75ooL l-ine

folloi^rer. Fi-gure 5-L shows the assembl-ed VDU.

Figure 5-l-. A Moving Paper chart vDU \üith variable pen
Position. (The li-ne foll-orrrer contror- is al the lefb.)

The chart drive is mounted. on the left end. of the x-T
recorder with the paper supply at the right end so that the
paper chart is thus driven from right to, left. The line
follower is mounted at the extreme Left of the recorder table
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The rninimum delay is determined by the minimum possible

separati-on between the pen and the line follorver head.

It r^ras found that by reversing the l-ine follower (i.e.
installing it with the motor at the lower edge of the tabl-e

rather than at the upper edge) it was possible to reduce

the minirnum del-ay obtainable. This change was readily
accomplished by removing the stop-arm from the line foll-ower

assembly and two trim strips fron the recorder.

The input signal-, er(t), was used bo drive the pen in
the Y-direction in the usual- manner.

The delay was controlled by moving the pen in the

X-direction. The manner in which the pen moved was deter-

mined by the sol-ution of Equ. (l+-7 ) which sol-ution could

be obtained in either of two ways. Equation llr-Z ) could

be solved numerically on a digital computer, using the

program in Appendix E, and then a function generator could

be set to provide the correct voltage for the control of

the delay, This method is inconvenient in that, whenever

T,ttl is changed, then a new digital sol-ution must be

obtained and the function generator must be reset. A more

satisfactory alternatlve is to solve Equ. (ln-Z) on an

anal-og computer and thus generate the control voltage

directly. This approach is described in Appendix C.

If the Y-direction attenuator on the recorder was set

to k inches/volt, then it was found that the output from

the line follower was a voltage equal Eo K-0.55 f.er(t-?(t))
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where K is a constant depending upon the choice of origin.
This constanb voltage had to be subt,racted from the output

before the system operat,ed correctLy as a VDU. This sub-

tracbion was performed by amplifier p in Fig. 5-2.

Potentiometer 9 could. be adjusted so that the output of

the VDU had the correcü value at the outset of each

símulation"

igure 5-2.

5-? Test 0f The VDU

The Conplete VDU

r.e, (t-?(t ))

fn order to check the theory, as developed in
IV, and also the operation of this particular type

it was tested by determining how well it sinulated

Chapter

of VDU,

the deIay,

(¡-r)

Iine follower

movabLe

Itt) - 1o(r+ "-'lt) .
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For this test, the first method of controlling the

delay was used. Equation (+-Z) was solved for this
particular delay and the results urere used to set a

function generator, thq output of which drove the pen in
the X-dÍrection.

Measurement of the delay of the \JIDU was accomplished

by using a ramp input signal. the output of the WUt

anplified to remove the factor 0,55kr r¡as then subtracted

frorn the i-nput signal. The difference vtas

t

The results of this test are shown ln Fig. 5-3. Be-

cause the initial function stored in the VDU was zeto,

rather than a ramp, the difference in Equ. (5-2) will only

Time

Figure 5-3.

: Tttl .

( Seconds )

A Test of the VDU

(t,-tt t f) $-2)

I5

Ê10
É
o
C)
c)
v)

;
Þ

X - correct value
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(5-3)

l_s

l-n

equal- to L2.B seconds. After this
Fig. (5-3) represents 7( t ) .

be equal tc {(t) for t 2t1 where tt j-s defined by

rl_ -lftr) = o

In this case, tl_

point, the curve

ft can be seen that the experimental results were

close to the expected values. The deviation between the

expected and actual- values of delay at higher values of t
is the result of practical difficulties: the sl-ide-wire

on the line follower was found to be slight,ly nonlinear.

This nonlinearity will have no effect on the actual delay--

it is only the method of measuring the delay which makes

it appear as though the delay is in error. Tn actual

operation, bhe effect of this nonlinearity would be to

cause a slight distortion in the output.

The agreement was close enough to justify the use of

this VDU in the solution of other problems"



CHAPTER VT

SYSTEMS I1TTH A SINUSOIDALLÏ VARYII\IG DELAY

ldith the development of the successful VDU as

described in Chapter V it became possible to gi-ve consider-

ation to the study of actual- systems with a time-variabl-e

delay. The systems considered were those with a si.nu-

soidally varying delay given by

Tttl : a*bsinwb (6-1)

In particular, the response to a sinusoidal input was in-
vestigated. An equation which predicts which frequencies

will- occur in the output was developed theoretically and

verified experimentally.

6-L Some Basic Remarks

V[hen a ]inear system with a sinusoidally varying

delay is subjected to a sinusoidal input, Ít is cl-ear that

the system output will be periodic if the input and delay

frequencies are commensurable. The period of the output

will be such that, ãt the end of a period, the input and

the delay are exactly the same as they were at the begin-

ning of the period. The output period is bhe lowest

conmon multiple of the periods of the input and the delay.
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Consequently, the output frequency is the greatest common

divisor of bhe input and delay frequencies.

l,eü wU and w, be the frequencies of the delay and

the input, respectively. ïf these frequencies are

cornmensurable then there exist positive integers, p and

such that it is possible to define the output frequency

such that the following two eo,uations must hold:

Qr

1^I
o

W. : O1^Ia^o

If wO and w, are not cornnensurabl-e ¡ or if they are such

that p and q would have to be very large numbers, it is
possible to consider the output to be rralmost periodicll

and then to choose p and q so that they give approximate

results.
Because the output is periodic, it is possible to

represent it as a Fourj-er series with a fundamental

frequency *o. At this time, it would be reasonable to

expect the output to contain all frequencies which are

integral rnultiples of wo although it is realized that

some of the components may be reduced by the filtering
action of the fixed portion of the system. It will be

seen l-ater that, in fact, only some of these frequencies

are presenb.

(6-2a)

(6-za)
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Recognizing that this
the effect of a modulator,

vroul-d contain the famil-iar

*d t ri. Equations (6-Za)

sinusoidally varying delay has

one wonders whether the output

sum and dj-fference frequencies:

and (6-Zn) can be used to write

l-I^I. t l^f.ot_

Because p and q are both

and it is cl-ear that the

being integral muÌtiples

output.

integers, p t q is an integer

sum and difference frequencles,

of wo, may be expected in the

IÞW I O't¡I'o

(p t q)wo (64)

Bellman, Bue1l, and Kalaba (l+) have done a small

amount of theoreticaL work on the particular equat,ion

u'(t) -u(t-t-¡ sin ur.t ) + sin at (6-4)

They found that the solution of this equation had a non-

zeto mean for the particular case *d : " and said that
this does not occur u¡hen wO I a.

6-2 The Frequencies fn The Output Of A Sinusoidallv
Varying Delay Unit

ft is possible to deduce considerably more information

about which frequencies are present in the output. In

Appendix D it is shown that the output of a delay unit
with sinusoidally varying delay, with frequency ewo, and
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a sinusoidal input, hrith frequency pwo, has components

with frequencies given by

w: (nptq)wo (6-5)

where n is an integer. Equation (6-5) gives the frequencies

of al-L expected components of the output. These frequencies

are a subset of the set which conslsts of al-l- frequencies

whlch are integral multiples of wo"

ff the output is to have a nonzero mean, then the

Fourier series which expresses the output must contain a

constant term. This constant term has a frequency of zero

raCians per second. Thus, the output ui:itl have a nonzero

mean only if there exists an integral val-ue of n such that
the equation

np-q:O (6-6)

holds. The output will have a nonzero mean only if the

input frequency is an integral submultiple of the delay

frequency. This is a more general statement than that
offered by Bellman et aI. (34).

6-? The Frequensies In The Output Of A Svstem
ïdith A Sinusoidally Varyine Delay

fn a typical linear closed- loop controJ system which

contains a si-nusoidalJ-y varying delay element, the steady-

state response to a sinusoidal input will consist of rnany
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frequencies. Thus the input to the variable delay element

wil1, in general, be composed of components of a number of

frequencies. The question arises whether these frequenci-es

give rise to a new set of frequencies in the output of the

VDU or whether the salne set of frequencles is regenerated.

This question is readily resolved"

For any linear system with time-variable delay, it is
posslble to draw the block díagram of the system fn the

fo¡n shown in Fig" ó-1o

input
frequency:

ow¡o

Figure 6-L. A tinear System litit,h A VDU

The output from the VÐU is assumed to contain the

set of frequencies:

fl. = tri,, - (np t q)wo, D : o, 1, 2, o . .] . (6-71

The linear portions of the system will affecb the

amplitude and phase of'the various components but they

will not introduce any new f,requencies. Thus the output

of the linear portions, and consequenbly the input to the

ÐU, contain those frequencies which belong to the set fL.

Linear
Fixed

Linear
Fixed
lements
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It is shown in Appendix D that when a sj.nusoidal signal

enters the VDU, the output consists of a combination of

sinusoids whose frequencies are equal to the input frequency

shifted by integral nultiples of the delay frequency.

Consider the particular input frequency (mp + q)wo

which is an element offl . ft wil-] produce the set of

frequencies .f,Lt where the definition of -(l, 
t is

-ßt

It is obvious that the typical element of f}t,

(6-e)

is a member of the set fL . This sa-ne argument can be

applied to each of the input frequencies. It may then be

concluded that the two sets, -(L, and lLt, are identical.
It is therefore possible to conclude that in any linear

system with a single sj-nusoidally varying delay, the steady-

state response to a sinusoldal input is given by a sum of

sinusoids whose frequencies are given by Equ. (6-5).

6-l+ Experinental Study

fn order to verify Eo.u. (6-5) and to try to gain in-
sight into the behavior of systems with a sinusoidally

varyi-ng delay, experimental work i,tras required. A sinusoi-

dally varying delay simulator, as described in Appendix C,

was usedo

w: {t*tr,)p+o}*o
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The tests were designed to elucidate the behavj-or

of the VDU al-one. The delay unj-t was set in operati-on

and various sinusoidal inputs were fed into it. The paper

chart which emerged from the sj-mul-ator had the output of

the simulator recorded on it. One period of this output

signal was sampled manually and a harmonic analysis vras

performed on the data by digital computer. Appendix F

contains the computer prograrn.

It is necessary to have data for one complete period

in order to do a harmonic analysis. As was mentioned before,

the period of the output of the delay unit is given by the

lowest common multiple of the period of the input signal

and the period of the delay. Thus, to ensure that the

period of the output was short enough to be handLed easlly,

it was necessary that the ratio between the input frequency

and. the d.e1ay frequency be in the form of a fraction whose

numerator and denominator were both small integers. That

is, p and q were necessarily sma-ll positive integers.

The frequency of the delay variation u¡as the most

difficult to adjust so it was l-eft fixed while the input

frequency was adjusted to be in the desired ratj-o' Even

the fine frequency control on the frequency generator

proved to be quite coarse so it was only possible to geb

the input frequency to within one or two percent of the

desired value"
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ït was observed early in the study that the phase of

the input signal compared with that of the delay was an

important factor in determining the output. A sine wave

of arbitrary phase may be represented as a linear combina-

tj-on of a sine wave and a cosine wave. Thus, by knowing

the output of the VDU due to both a sine wave and a cosine

wave, it would be possible to determine the output due to

an input of any given phase. For this reason, both sine

r4rave and cosine hrave inputs \^rere considered.

Tests were made with a number of different combina-

tions of p and q. ft was cl-ear from the results of these

tests that Equ. (6-5) is valid. It was not, however,

possible to verify Equ. (6-6) directly from these tests

but this does not mean that it has been disproved* This

equation predicts the existence of the zeroth harmonic in
some cases but it gives no indication of its magnÍtude.

Presumably these constant terms are small- and thus are

easily hidden by the Itnoisetr of sampling and by errors

arising from the failure to set the frequencies accurately

enough. Because Equ. (6-6) follows j-mmedi-ate1y from

Equ. (6-5) verification of the latter is sufficient to

verify Equ. (6-6).

Table 6-1 on page 49 contains the results of two

tests. The magnitude and phase (assuming a cosine series)

of the first ten harmonics in the output are entered in
the table. Those harmonics which are predicted by Equ.

{6-5) to be in the output are also indicated.
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Although the phases of the harmonics are included in
the table, their actual values are of l-itt1e real_

importance because they depend upon the choice of time

origin. Changing the bi-me origln will cause a change in
all of the phase angles but the change will be different
for each harmoni-c o

In these tests, the ori-gin used in writing the

Fourier seri-es was the ùime tl, where t, is defined by

rr -ltrr) : o . ( 6=ro ¡

The reason for this was that initially it took t, seconds

for the applied signal to emerge from the VDU.

Not al-l- of the magnitudes which were expected to be

ze?o r^rere, in fact, zeto. However, those which were not

zeto hrere very close to it. These errors could be

attributed to the fact that the input and the delay

frequencies could not be set exactly to the correct ratio.
This woul-d mean that the portion of the output which was

sampled was not, in fact, a whole period.

ft appears that in all cases the magnitudes of each

frequency component are the same for both sine and cosine

inputs--only the phases are dj-fferent.

It was observed that in many cases the phase differ-
ence between those harmonics produced by a sine wave

i.npui and those produced by a cosine i¡rave input was

surprisingly close tu + radj-ans. This was not so for
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al-l harmonics but it happened often enough to suggest

that the phases may follow some simple pattern. This

pattern, if it exj-sts, has not yet been discovered.

Apart from this, there seems to be no particul-ar pattern

to either the magnitudes or the phases.
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TABLE 6-l-

THE HARMONICS IN THE QUTPUT OF A SINUSOIDALLY VARYING VDU

Harmonic Predicted
Number itfagnitude

CASE 2:

l'{agnitude
of N-th Harmonic

For ïnput:
-sin qwot -cos q.wot

Angle (radians)
of N-th Harmonic

For Input:
-sin qrot -cos grot

CASEI-: p:3 q:2

0

0

o

õ

¡t

I
2
3
4
5
6
7I
9

l_0

-"0]-
.1ö
.90
"02
"02
.l_8
.00
.01_
.02
.00
.00

P:2

.00

.Jo

.0L
"76.01
"37.00
.09
.0L
.02
"00

-.01
.19
.90
.0L
.02
,18
.00
.00
.02
.00
.00

q:3

.00

.l+0

.01_

.76

.01

.36

.00
ôo

"00.02
.00

-'õo
.9r
.52

-3.32
.82

.73
a:,

.39
-.58
-.37

-3 "O4_.7r

-.85
:

0

0

õ

o

õ

0

0
l-
2
3
l+

5
6
7I
9

10

-2,3I
. ôl-
.7?

-2.37
"79

.86

.32
"91+

-e.õo
-.58
-.82

-3 "60-.77

-.7L

-.-zr



CHAPTER VIT

CONCLUSTON

There are a great many problems associated. with the

sol-ution of equations with a time-variabl-e delay. This

thesis has dealt primarily with a survey of the work

which has been done heretofore and a discussion of several
possible methods of constructing \IDU1s. There are many

aspects of the problem which have not yet been investigated.

7-1 Sumrnary 0f Findings

several questions should be answered by the analyst

before the study progresses very far. The most important

question is, ??Does the delay variation really have to be

considered?rt Because of the difficurty in anarysing systems

with a time-variable deray, one should satisfy hinself that
the effort is actually necessary. One shouLd arso decide

whether the delay is state-va.riabl-e or time-variable; the

possible methods of solution depend on the type of vari-a-

tion. Finally, it is absolutely necessary that the
distinction be made between the pipe problem and all- other
problems. fn the pipe problen, it is not the deIay, but

rather the flow rate which is known. Although these two

quantities are related, ít is not easy to convert from one

to the other so it is best to solve the probJ_em in the

form given.
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It is clear from the survey of the history of the

study of systems w"ith a variabl-e dela.y that there has not

been any unifying theory developed. In this thesis, it
was pointed out that the pipe problem can be transformed

first to convert the problem to one wlth a constant delay

and variable coefficients. Even with this transformabion,

the problem is difficult to sol-ve

The only generally applicabl-e method of solving

problems with a variabLe delay is the method of analog

simulation. The problem of simulating a time-variable

delay has been discussed in consj-derable detail-. Several

different approaches to the problem urere considered. A

knowÌedge of Lhis work rtrould be of considerable value bo

one who wishes to construct a VDU.

There is one rul-e which is of utmost importance--

the besÈ method of simulation is the one which is exactl-y

analogous to the system being simulated. Thus, if a pipe

problem is to be simulated, the best sj-mulabor j-s one

which operates in a simj-lar fashi-on, namel¡r, one like
\q]al-kerts or one which has a moving chart lvith a variable

velocity. ïf another type of problem is being considered,

then a moving chart with a movable line foll-ov'¡er might be

the best simulator.

The approach which was taken in the construction of

the VDU was chosen more for short-term economy than for
ease of operation. The device was assernbled entirely from
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standard components which could be used el-sewhere when

they were no longer needed in the \rÐU. Although the device

was readily built, it was so difficult to operate that a

mi-nimum of tests vüere run rsith it.
A large portion of the work in this thesis is devoted

to the control of the delay in the particular VDU employed.

If a more straightforward approach were employed in the

VDU, then the simulation of the varj-able delay woul-d have

presented much l-ess difficulty. The experimental- work did

not include a study of differential equations with time-

variabl-e d,elay; it was only concerned with the behavior of

the VDU. Most of the tests served only to verify that the

VDU actually operated correcbly. A few tests were al-so

mad.e on a VDU with a si-nusoidal delay. These tests verified

a theoretical prediction of which frequencies would appear

in the output of such a VDU when the input r¡Ias a sinusoid"

7-2 SuEEestion For Further 't¡iork

There is still a need to study whole systems which

contain one, or more, vari-able delays. The most dlfficult
problems will probably be encountered in the study of non-

linear systems. The nonlinearity may be due to separate

nonlinear elements or to the fact that the delay is state-

variable. The existence and stabiì-ity of oscillations

should be investigated"
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Ivlore work must be done to develop a unified mathe-

riatical- approach to these problems. Certainly better

algoritkr-'ns for numerical solutions can be found. The work

of Myskis should be studied careful-ly to see to what

extent it pertains to the present problem. The suggesti-on

of Mitropoltskiy that the method of integral manifolds be

used in the study of systems with variable delays should

be investigated.

Consideratj-on shoul-d also be given to the possibility
that for some particular cases, speciaL techniques might

be developed" It was found that the pipe problem is most

easily simul-ated with a VDU which does not work well in
the generaÌ case. This suggests the question of whether

there are some mathematical techniques which are useful

only for the pipe problem. One of these, the transforma-

tion to a constant de1ay, has been found but there may be

others. ft is intuitively appealing that an approximate

solution could be obtained by substituting a constant

delay for the variabl-e delay. How this constant delay

should be chosen, and what errors would be expectedr are

other problems which should be considered.

If further simulation of time-variabl-e delays is

considered, a different type of VDU should definitely be

employed. tühich type of VDU would be best depends upon

whether or not the pipe problem is being consÍdered.
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APPENDTX A

A CHANGE OF VARTABLE üJTITCH SIMPLIFTES THE PIPE PROBLEM

rt is possible, in some cases, to perform a transforma-
tion on a differentia-l equabion with a variable delay to
convert it to a dlfferential equation with a constant delay.
This approach to the problem was suggested in a paper by

Bel-lman and Cooke (18).

This transformation will_ invol-ve a change of the
independent variable from tlme, t, to something eIse, say qo

Assume the existence of a function T such that t and q

are related by the equation

t=T(q) . (A-1)

Because neither q nor T has yet been specified (although

once one has been specified, the other is deterrnined) it
is possible to defi-ne an arbitrary constant, Q, and write
the equation

r -lrcl:r(q-Q) . (A-2)

The variable, t, may be eliminated between Equs.

(A-f) and (A-Z) to yield the equarion

r(q) -?frtoü : r(e - a) . (t-t)
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Equation (A-3) could, in principle, be sol-ved for
t(q) but this woul-d be very difficult a-nd in most cases

wouLd require a numerical- sol-ution. The reason that the

sol-ution of Equ. (A-3) is required will become apparent

later.
Suppose that the time-variable delay system which is

being studied has a differential equatlon

ü(t) : rf,ttl, o(t -1-rc|iç . (A-4)

\,fhen the substitutions of Equs. (A-f ) and (l-Z) are made

in Equ. (A-4), it becomes

: tf ft(r)), "(r(t - n,)} . (r-5)

that the system

because of the

to define the

(A-6)

The left side of Equ. (A-5) can be simplified by

using the chaln rule. Equation (¿-f) can be used to

determine dq/dt and Equ. (A-5) becomes

L

'G.t

Vüit,h this subsbitution, it is seen

variable, u, is now a function of q but,

different functional form, it is helpful
funcbion U by the equati-on

" 
(rtql) = u(q) .

-s ultrnl)
dE

- n,Ì .: rfitt)'d

dq
u( q) u(q (a.-7)
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In ord.er that this be correct, it is necessary that f t(q)

never be zero. This condition is satisfied if t is mono-

tonic increaslng with q"

I{hen Equ. (A-7) is muÌtiplied by f t (q), it becomes

d
A'q

u(q) : r'(q)

q(r)

, u(q - aù (l-s)r{ur o)

which is a differential-difference equatj-on with a constant

delay and variable parameters.

ïn general, even though the delay is novtr constant,

Equ. (A-g) is noÈ really easier to sol-ve. It is very

difficult to determine tt(q) which would be obtained by

differentiating the solution of Equ. (l-3).
It happens that there is one very important and ofben-

occurring cl-ass of systems with time-variable delay for
which the d.etermination of tt(q) presents no probJ-em. This

is that cl-ass of problems whieh has been designated the

pipe problem.

For the sake of definiteness, suppose that the delay

is caused by the flow of a fluid at V(t) cubic feet per

second through a pipe of constant volume, Q cubic feet.
It is convenj.ent to define the integrated flow, q(t),

by the equation

fr: J v{*)4" (A-9)

This

v(r )

t-s

is
the total flow out of the pipe

restricted to positive values,

up to tine t.
then q(t) is a

If
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monotonic increasing function of time and there is a one-

to-one correspondence between t and O(t¡. Equation (A-9)

is the inverse of Equ. (A-t).
Because of the incompressibility of the f1uid, exactly

Q cubi-e feet of fluid must l-eave the pipe during the passage

of any fluid partÍc1e from the inlet to the outLet.

There is nor,i¡ a strong suggestion that the independent

variable of the transformed problem should be chosen to be

the integrated f1ow. In this case, the trdefaytl woul-d be Q r

the vol-ume of the pipe.

The validity of this particular transformation may be

further justified by seeing that it satisfies Equ. (l-3)"
In terms of the present interpretation of the sylbols,

Equ. (A-3) indicates that the üi-me at which the total flow

is q minus the delay at the time at which the total flow is
q is equal to the time at whieh the total flow is q - Q.

This is correct.

The problem of determini-ng f 
t (q) stil-l remains but in

this case is readily solved by differentiating Equs. (A-I)

and (A-9) with respect to q and then equating the two

expressions for dt/dq. This results in the relationship

t'(n) :1
v(r) (A-10)

But in problems where delay arj-ses because of flow in
pipe, it j-s the fLow rate V(t) which is known. Thus in
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such problems, Equ. (l-¡) need not be solved in order to
I

obtain T (q) " Equation (A-fO) may be used lnstead.

Although V(t) is known, it must be expressed as a
function of q in Equ. (A-8) where the ind-epend.ent variable
is q. This is easy i-n principle; it requires only the

soLution of Equ. (A-9) for t in terms of q so that V(t)
can be written as V(r(t$"

Equation (A-8) can now be written

-É u( q)
dq v (r (q))

r{ut ø) , u(q - a)ï (A-11)

The easiest method of solving either the original
differential equation (¿-A) or the transformed equation

(l-ff) is probably by means of an analog computer. But

because of the many problems encountered in constructing a

varlable delay simulator, the soluti-on coul-d most easily
be obtained by solving Equ, (l-ff) on an anal-og computer

equipped for simulating a constant delay.

When Equ. (¿-ff ) is sol-ved on the analog computer,

the independent variable, q, will be represented on the

computer by computer time" The only difficulty then is
bhe determi-nation of the variable coeffi Icienr, @').
However, if f(q) is substituted for t in Equ" (l-fO¡, then

it is cLea-r that this equation is just a first ord-er non-

linear differential equation. It can be solved readily on

the analog computer, the required variabLe coefficient
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being produced as a by-product.

ühis coul-d be done.

Figure A-1 shows how

Note that q here represents computer time.

Figure A-I. The Determination 0f
v(r(e))

Because'V(t) must be known in advance in order to
set the function generator, thÍs method coul-d not be used

to simulate a state-varíable delay.

I

Functi-on
Generator
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RELATÏOI\ISHTP BETI"\,EEI{ FN,ESUENCTES

AT THE TNPUT Á.ND THE OUTPUT O}- A VDU

Consider a

related to the

eo(t)

Let the

quency, for

typical VDU

input, er(t),
in which the output, eo(t),
by the equation,

(B-1)

.LÞ

: e, (t-r(r )) .

input to the VDU be

example, cos wt. Now

a signal of

the output

a single fre-
is given by

eo (t ) : cos w (t-l(t )) . (B-2)

It is und.erstood that the rlfrequencytt of the output is
determj-ned by dj-fferentiating the argurnent oí the cosine

function with respect to b. Thus the output frequency is
given by

: *(1-t'(r)). (B-3)+,(r-r(t))

This frequency shifb occurs for
the bandwidth of the output signal is

all frequencies. Thus

modified accordingly.



APPENDIX C

THE SOTUTTON OF EQUATTON (ll-7) ON THE ANALOG COIVIPUTER

C-l The General Solution

The equatlon which Ís

t(r) =

in whfch f(t) is defined. ro

ùlr-

Equation (C-e) gives z

The analog computer circuit
solve ühis equation for ?,o

Figure C-1.

To ensure the

for z Ímpllcitly,

to be solved Ís

vt(r (t, ))

be the inverse of

z -t(ul o

(c-I)

the equation

(c-2)

as an inplicit function of t.
ßS'l shown in Fig. C-I wiLl

The Solution 0f Equation (C-e)

stability of Èhis circuit in solving

it ls necessary that z -t(zl be monotonic

z=f( t )

t=z-t(z)
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increasing. This is the same condition whlch is required

by the particular method of simul-ation being used and

consequently is already satisfied.
Both z and t represent tlme I z is the time at which

the pen must be in such a position that the moving paper

wil-l carry the record. to the line fol-lolver at time t. ilt
the time of reading, the record wil-Ì have been delayed by

a time Tft) .

Because both z and t represent real- time, they will
both be monotonic increasing duri-ng the solution on the

analog computer. Both of these variabl-es are represented

by voltages in the analog computer and, as such, are subject

to saturation of the amplifiers. Therefore, the simulation

can only proceed for a limited length of time untÍI satura-

tj-on occurs. In order to increase the permissible duraüion

of operation, it is helpful to multiply Equ. (C-Z) by the

factor p whi-ch is less than unity. This will- permit the

simulator to operate 1/g times as long without saturatingc

By using a function generator and perhaps other

components on the analog computer, it is possible bo

generate -X(r) when the input is z. But z is equal to

f(t) so that Equ. (C-Z) is readily simulated"

When these modifications and additions are incorporated

into the circuit of Fig" C-1, the circuit of Fig. C-2

resul-ts.
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- Êt

)=v?{r(t))

Figure C-2" Circuit For Determining l,(t)

The output of amplifier 19 is used to drive the X-axis

of the X-T recorder. The X¡-axis gain and zero control of

the recorder must be adjusted so that the pen moves through

tìre correct range.

C-2 Periodicallv Varr¡inE De1av

There is one large cLass of problems in which the

delay continues to vary significantly but which can, be

studied with this simulator. This is the class of problems

with a perj.odically varying delay.

The operation of the simulator in this case is made

possible by the readily-verified fact that when the delay

varies periodically, t(ü) also varies periodically. The

stratagem enployed is to operate the delay sinulator re-
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peatedly for exactly one period of the deIay. At the end.

of each period, the si-muLator reverts to the state in
which it was at the start of the period. (This reversion
has no effect on L which is periodic. ) Tn each successive

period, both t and z have the sarne range as they did in
the original cycle so that if they do not saturate in the

first cyc]e, the¡' v¡il-l never saturate.

I¡Jhen the sinulator is operated in this manner, it is
driven, not by a ramp, but rather by a sawüooth wave. The

period of the sawtooth is just equal to the period of the

delay. fn this case, it will be necessary to adjust p so

that the amplitu.de of the sawtooth wave is less than l-0
volt,s.

A requirement for the sawbooÈh generator 1s that it
must be abl-e to operate for a consid.erabl-e length of time

without drifting. Although not essential, it is preferable

that the sawbooth wave be s¡rmmetricaL about zero voLts.

ft is necessary that the sawtooth should switch very

quickly at the discontinuity.
The sawbooth generator shown in Fig. C-3 meets these

requirements. ft generates a sawbooth wave with a slope

of -P. The frequency of the l'rrave is r¡r. If necessary,

the phase can be controlled at the outset of an experiment

by adjusting the initial condition on i-ntegrator 9.
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*'Operation of
Out : -IN.I
Out = -IN,2

Electronic
; A+B
; A*+B

Comparator;
>0
<0

Figure C-3. Sawþooth Wave Generator

There is one aspect of the simulation set-up which

requires particular care by the operator. This care is
necessary because the factors p and w each occur in the

setting of more than one potentiometer. p occurs in the

setting of potentÍometers 5 and 9 and once in the function

generator which prod.uces t(r); w occurs in 3 and 5 and

once 1n the function generator.

In order that the simulator operate correctly, it
is necessary that the settings on the above-mentioned

potentiometers be consistent. If thÍs is not sor then

in one period of the sawtooüh generator the oubput of the

function generator would go through somewhat morer or less,
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than one period of ?(t). This wil-l result in a discon-

tÍnuity in the output of the function generator"

If the frequency of operation is critical, the

sa'n'tooth generator should be set first (potentiometers 3

and 5) and checked for the correct frequency of operation.

I;'lhen this is achieved, the rest of the simulator (poten-

tiometer 9 and the function generator) shouLd be seto

The operation of the simul-ator should then be observed.

It often happens that l,(t) is slightly discontinuous

due to the inconsistent potentiometer settJ-ngs. This

discontinuity can be eliminated by a slight adjustment

in the setting of the potentiometer in the function

generafor.

C-? A Particular Example: ?t) = a + b sin wt

Because the delay is periodic, it is possible to use

the sawbooth genera-tor to drive the simul-ator.

The rest of Èhe circuitry required is shown in
Fig. C-4. Thls figure shows the circuitry which is
peculiar to this particula-r problem and is not shown

in Fig. C-2.
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Funcbion Generator (cf. Fig, C-2)

l(t)=vT(z')

Figure C -4. Determination of 1(t) For The

case, tft) = a * b sin vrþ

Because of certain consbraÍnts which are imposed by

the limitations of the equÍpmenÈ used. in the simulator,
it is necessary to restrict the range of permissible vaLues

for some of the parameters. These restrictlons are stutr-

marized belowo

"o= -6 s:.n $ e,

Lbsinwzatb sin
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The necessity that
requires the condition

For a sinusoidally

t - lttl be monotonic increasing

(c-¡)I
r_ -v

or

varying de1ay,

1- bw)O

this condition becomes

(c-4)

(c-5)

In additi-on, w is al-so restricted by the frequency

response of the X-Y recorder.

The maximum separation between the pen and the l-ine

fol-lower is L5 inches; the minimum separation is 0"4

inches. These conditions impose the following restrictions:

þ+"t <v (c-a)

(a -- b) > 0.4 (c-7)

*<l o
D

V

The amplitude of the sawbooth wave i" I " Thi.s
w

amplitude must be less than 10 vo1ts, which condition i-s

written:

Ø¡r
14r

10. (c-s)
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ït could easily happen that, due to the above condi-

tions, it would be impossible to simulate certain problems

in their original form. fn this event, it will be necessary

to time-scale the problenr. This involves replacing t by {t
in the originaJ- differential equations which describe the

system. 't¡Ihen thls is done, the d.erivative must be rnultf-
plied by C and ?(t) must be replaced by +TGt). The

time-scaling also necessitates changes in the foregoing

conditions: w must be replaced by aw and a and b must be

replaced by å ana $ respectively.

Figure C-J shows the solution of Equ. (t -Z) for a

particular case of sinusoidally varying delay. The fact
that the solution differs considerably from a sine !¡ave

il-Iustrates the fact that the VDU with a moving pen is
fundamentally different from one with a moving read heado

The rapid rate of change of L(t,) suggests another problem:

if the maximum velocity of the X-T recorder in the

X-direction is less than that required to follow L(t),
then thè'VDU ruill nob operate accurately. This imposes

another restriction on d(t).

3
t25

( Sec onds )

0f Equ. (b-7 ) ¡'or
Detay (a=5, b=l*,

3
2
I

0

Ø
o
.q
O'
ç.-l

+)

É

Time

The Solution
A Sinusoidal

The Case 0f
t¡l-]-.53, v:.5 )

Figure C-5.



APPENDIX D

DERTVATTOI'; OF EQUATIOI.I (6-5 )

In an ideal VDU, the output, eo(t), is related to
the input, er(t) by the equation

eo (t ) : 
":. (r - tft)) (D-1)

where t(ü is the d.elay.

Conslder the case where the delay has the form

Tttl: a*bsinpwot

and the input to the system is given by

(t-z)

er(t) : sin qwot . (D-3)

The frequencies, pro and gwo, are as defined in Equs.(6-Za)

and (6-za).

The right-hand side of Equ. (D-1) may be written as

a Taylor expansion about (t a). This, combined with
Eq.u. (O-Z¡, results in the equation

,r "it t-", * 
b2 "i"zP*ot "l 

(t-" ) 
' ' '

tlk.

(-¡ sin pwor)t "(f)tr-"t+
n!

+ ... . (D-4)
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It is possiblel. to

.nsl_n pwoE . sin iow tJ"'O

where the njt" are constants, half of which are zero.

this modification, Equ. (D-4) can be written

nexpand sin--pwot i

Øn: Z^ 7^ ki sin ipwotn:0 j:o ¿
"j")(t-a) . (Ð-6)

n!

n= z. k
j=o

(o-¡)

l,\Iith

eo(t)

Because the input, er(t), is just a simple sine wave, its
deri.vatives of al-l orders will be sinusoids with exactly

the same frequency, gwo. Using this fact and the familiar
brigonometric identities for the product of two sinusoids,

one can readily see that the term, sin jprrrot 
"Í")(t-a),

wil-l- consist of two frequencies: ipwo * qwo and ipwo gwo.

But j takes on alL integral values from 0 to n and n runs

from 0 to ø so that it is possible to say that j takes on

all- of the same values that n does, namely, the positive

integers.

It has been shown that r^¡hen the input to a sinusoid-

ally varying delay unit is a sine wave whose frequency is
cornmensurabl-e with that of the delay, then the output

contains only those frequencies given by

w = (ttptq)wo (D-7)

where n is a posi-tive integer and wo is the fundamentaL

frequency.

-"See, for example, Ref . (36) .
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C APPEí\DIX E

c / DIGITAL SOLLJTIO|{ OF Für.iATI()t,l (4-1)
c
C TiIIS PIìOGIìAí'i IÍì .,.JIìiTTFI'I I¡I FOiiTR/ii',I II.
c
C TI-II: F I R:;T Ti,,f O CARD:; Cui\TA i ]\ FIJI',ICT I UÍ',I STAT[;4Ei'.¡TS l,Eñ I.I I i'.G
C TAUF(T) r TllE DTLAY: ANI) T/TUDAF(T): TllE DERIVATIVE OF THE
C L)ELAY.
L

T,\tiF(T)= l\1. + 1i).ltfXP(-.1J?T)
TAJDAÍ:(T) = - EXP(-"1)(-T)
ZL \ST=0.
DtL=.001
\/- cV-. i

T=.).
)T=óA./?O.
D-l i2 J=1r21

C...L(iUATI..rj',l (4-'51 i{ILL i'iOl{ üi SOLVED FOR Z=F(T) tiY /\i'l ITEiIATiVE
C . . . T:Cl,li,j I ilui:.

Z=ZLAST
/+9 Z=7.-(Z-I-f AtJF ( Z I ) / l I.-TAUDAF ( Z ) )

IF (DEL-ADSF(Z_ZLAST)) 5¿¡ 5I¡ 51
50 ZLAST=Z

GO TO 49
51 ZLASf =7-.

c...Tl-lc v,a.LUE oF Z=F(T) IS USED TO I-:VALUATE L(T).
5L T=VTtTAUF (ZLAST )

Ji)=J-11
PUNCH 10Or JOr T: ZLASTT ELT

52 T=T+DT
100 FOiìi'4AT (I-l ¡3FI2.3\

CALL EX i T
END
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C 4PPINDIX F

C llARi4ONilC ¡\NALYSIS PROGRÂi,]
C.

C THiS PROGTìAi'4 IS \,iillTTEN Il.l Fr)l?TíìAr! IV

C tJS I i\ic Tt-jE iqFTllOD UF r\ I íLlìl-li ( 37 ) r T¡ I5 Pi{r.)G,ìAi,i F l;.,t)ll TliI
C CÙEf-FICIENTS Á(t'.) Af'JtJ o(i() iF TllE Für-J¡ìlElì Si:lìl[5 ;ilìE;i 2i't
C Et"ìUIDISTANT V¡.LUES \.iITI-IIi{ A SiI.IGLE i]EIìI.JD OF TII: FIJi,]CTIi,Ii ARE
C GIVEi\. Tl-lt'- i'i,\Cl"llTUDi: Al!i) PrlASi: AtìE ¡\L50 CALCULATET. THI:)
C I:; DOi\i: FOII i'j HARÌ'Í Oi'll CS.
C TIIE FIIìST DATA CARD CONTAII''IS N.STT_-TIJE NIJiißER OF SETS OF
C DAT,^. TO !iI PlìOCt-:SSil)-- Ti,: i:t)Íl.1AT I6.
C f:ACH StrT Ol= DATA i¡U.ST APPF^R AS FOLLOIJS-
C DESCRIPTIOi{ CARD--THE COf',lTE¡{TS OF Tlli.S C/,tìt)r i,lr'JICH
C APPEAR III TI-|E TYPE) OUTPJTI CAi'I
C RE IJSED TO I DEI\T I FY THF. D,\TA"
C Àlri'i CAIìD-- CONTAINS r! A¡\D i,j Ij\ FOilr'lAT 2î6.
C DATA CARDS-_ COf!TAIÀI Y(J) Ii'.I FOR¡1AT BF1O.3.
C

Di)ìENSIOi{ Y(luú)ç A(50)r U(50)r D(50)
' RL-AD (1: luO) NSET

'PI = 3..ì4159
DJ 4 l.,lUl'1=l,r NSET
lìE\D (1r104)
"IRIT[ (3r 104)
READ (1r i00) NrM
\t--aJLAtt')¿-¿^t\!

Ei\=N
DX=3.I4I59lEN
READ (lr 1u1)(Y(J)r J=1rN2)
StJl'Í=0.
lJ'J I I=1rN2

1 S,J.,j=SUlyì+y (l )

Aù=SU)'ì /2. /EN
lJRITE (3 r 105)
þIRITE (3t IOZ) A0

C. . .,AO I.IAS I]EEN CALCULATED AND TYPED.
D-n,\-va

?9^?.K=1'; ;4

l(-i1f1 c

SUVA=0.
SUr,iD=Lj.
X=0.
DO 2 I=1 rNlZ
X = X+DX
SUÎ'iA=5UùiA +Y( I )+COS(R*X)

2 SU¡íB = SUi'48 + Y(l)rêSIN(Rà'X)
rr(L) = SUIIA/EN

3 1(K) =St.J:l3/E¡l
C'..4(K) rri\D 3(K) l-IAVE UEtN CALCULATED FOR i"1 VALTJES OF K.

DO 4 K=lr i.i

D ( l< )=SQilT ( A ( K ) 'r'.4 ( K ) +B (l< )v.ß ( K ) )

lF (B(K)) 10r 10r 11
11 PHI = - ATAN (ll(K)/A(.K)) PI

GO TO T2
10 PHI = - ATAI\I (B(K)/A(K))
72 CONTIhIUE



C

Co n.Tlli:',,^i(ì;,1lTiJtìi- ¡1\lD PllASi. l-t^Vt tlFif\j CALCi.IL¡\TED"
4 r'iiìJT[ (3:]03) Kr Â(!()r R(i(): D(K) I Plll
C..oTi'-li O'.JTPUT ll¡\S i'lEEi'..] TYPED.
100 Fil:ìi.t^T (216)
t-,1 Fi)iì,,t^T (BFl0.3)
1u2 l--Jiìi']AT (:iiJ ir: 112.1+l
103 i:ùrií'lAl (13¡ 4F1.2"4)
1ù4 Fùiìi4AT (54i1
10i; FOIìl'iAT (12Xr1HA¡ 11Xr LHBr lxs 9Hi\iAGl\tIUDEc 9H Aí\GLF)

. CALL E-XiT
END
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